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The problem of fi>w of an elaatico-viscous liquid past a, hot vertical porous flat plate hag 
becn considered by taking into accohnt the effect of free convection when a body force 
'g' acts in a direction opposite to that in which flow takes place. Numerical calculations 
have been made to  study the effect of free convection and elasticity of the fluid on the 
fluid velocity. The fluid velocity and tlhe skin-friction both increase with the Grashof number. 
The skin-friction is not affected by the elastic elements. The fluid velocity increases with 
the relaxation time but decreases with the increase in retardation time. 
In recent gears, the study of free or natural convection phenomenon has gained con- 
siderable importance in view of it? application in the field of aeronautics, atomic power,. 
chemical engineering and electronics. Although a number of studies on natural convection 
flow and heat transfer of Newtonian fluids have been reported in literature. Little work seems. 
to have been done in case the fluid is non-Newtonian. The aim of the present investigation 
is to study the problem of flow of Oldroyd elastico-viscous liquid past a hot vertical porous 
flat plate by taking into account tbe effect of free convection when a body force 3' per unit 
mass is acting in the negative X-direction parallel to the plate. Recently, the author' 
has studied a similar problem with Rivlin-Xricksen2 elastico-viscous l iq~~id.  
R E E O L O G I C A L  E Q U A T I O N  O F  S T A T E  
The constitutive equations for the Oldroyd3 B liquid is given by 
where pik is the stress tensor, A1, h2 are the times of relaxation and retardation res- 
pectively, eik is the rate of strain tensor, p is an isotropic tensor, ?I, is the limiting 
viscosity at  small rates of shear and gik is the metric tensor of a fixed coordinate system d . 
D/Dt denotes convected differentiation of a tensor quantity in relation to the material in 
motion and for a contravariant tensor bik is 
where 2ym is the velocity vector. The material defined by equation (1) is essentially a 
liquid, and the physical model is suzh a t  A > A .  As hl and A, tend to ecluaiity 
the material tends to become exactlv a Newtonian liquid of constant viscclsity qo. In ~ 
mobile liquids A, and A, are small fractions of a second. 
F O R M U L A T I O N  A N D  I N T E G R A T I O N  O F  E Q U A T I O N S  ' 
Taking the X-axis along the plate and Y-axis normal to.it, the equation of continuitv is 
. The momentum equations are 
p { ~ a ~ , ' a ~  + v aviay) = - apiay $ apt "y/ax -I- apfyy,!ay + a:~,I)/ay, (6) 
where po is the coeffisient of bulk viscosity and 
Since the plate is infinitely long all pbysical qua.-ltitles, excepC pressure p ,  depend 011 y 
cnly. Following a previous work by the autlhor4, the equations of motion and continuity 
reduce to 
and a ( PV )lay = 0 (9) 
In accordance with the usual practice in.frce-convecticn, the density is treated t,o be a 
variable olilv in forming the buoyant force p /3g 8 , otherwise it is a constant. is thc 
co fficient of thermal expansion and 9 = T - T ,  , T and Tm are temperat~lres at 
any point and at far away from the plate respectivel~. Considering this fact, equation (9) 
gives 
'U =r constant = v, (10) 
and equations (7) and (8) reduce to 
PV, ~ U P Y  = pl3gO + dpfxyldy (1 1) 
o = -  a23,'ay + aPfyy la9 (12) 
The constit~t~ive equation (I) now gives 
v 
V, dprxx'd?/ - 2 d~ 'dy pfx!/ = - 23, XZ (du ' ( I ~ J , ~   I (13) 
Equation (15) shows that p'yy = 0 , is a particular solution of ttis equation. Hence 
putting p'Yy = 0 in (14) we get 
and ap/ay = 0 
Elimination of p f ~ y  between (11) and (16) gives 
Tbe equation of enelyy is 
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where c and K denote the specific beat and thermal conductivity c;f the fluid respectively. 
X'eglecting visco-elastic energy dissipation term in (19), which is justified for slow motion 
as in the case of free convecti~n flows, we get 
Equat,ions (18) and (20) are t'o be solved under the boundary conditions. 
Solution of equation (20) is physically possible only if z', is negative i.e. there is Auid 
suction at  the plate. Taking 
vo = - a ,  ( a > O )  (22) 
where 'a,' is a constant of the dimensions c f  velocity, from (20) we get 
8 = O0 exp. [ - pnc ylK] (23) 
Elimination of 0 between (18) and (23) gives 
where 
KI = A1 pa2/% , Relax~tion number 
K2 = X2 pa2,'v, , Retardation number 
r )  = PaY/770 , non-dimemional distance 
G = pgq0 O0lpUa2 , Graahof number 
and P = cv0/k , Prandtl number 
The solution of (24) is 
where A, B, C are the constants of integraticn and 
which shows that for all values of Kl and K2 (both of them being small but positive) 
m1 > o ; m2 < o (27) 
From the co~dition u -+ U as 7 -+ ca , we get B = 0, otherwise 'u' will diverge to 
infinity and A = U. 
Since u = 0 at 77 = 0, we have from (25) 
If G = 0 and Kl = Kg,  the solution (28) reduces to the familiar solution of Meredith and 
Gr8ith5. 
The skin-friction T, at the plate is 
., = pow + GIP) (29) 
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D I S C U S S I O N  
. In Table 1, the calculated values of u/U are given for fixed values of K ,  and Ka 
and various values for G and P. The fluid velocity increases with the Grashof number. 
This seems to be physically plausible for an increase in Grashof number implies an inorease 
in buoyalncy force leading to an increase in fluid velocity. From Table 1 we can also con- 
clude that the fluid velocity decreases with the increme in Prandtl number. 
Table 2 gives the calculated values of u/U sbowing the effects of elastic numbers on the 
fluid velocity. It can be seen that the fluid velocity increases with the relaxation time 
but it decreases with the increase in retardation time. 
The expression (29) fc9r skin-friction shows that it is independent of the elasticity of 
the liquid. It increases with the Grashof number but decreases with the increa~e in 
Prandtl number. 
TABLE 1 
A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T  
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